Cockaynes Wood Newsletter No. 9 Sept.2012
A newsletter of recent wildlife sightings and events at Cockaynes Wood and the
adjoining countryside.

Bird Notes
The superb Kingfisher below was photographed by Glyn Evans and was one of
two at Sunnymead Farm lake. Still on the theme of fish-eating predators, an
Osprey was seen by David Dutton flying over the Farm in the general direction of
Cockaynes on 25th August.

A Red Kite flew over the farm on the evening of Sunday 16th September (the day
of our work party but we missed it!). Mo reports that two Stock Dove chicks, in a
Tawny Owl nest box, were predated by a Stoat which was caught in the act on
camera and then seen sleeping off its heavy meal overnight.
Thanks to Dave and Mo for their reports.
FLOWER OF THE MONTH
There are many misconceptions about Ivy, one of which is that it is not a
flowering plant, but in fact it’s probably one of the most important nectar sources
at this time of year. The clusters of globular flowers with tiny gold petals attract
hundreds of b—s and w—ps ( I promised in the last newsletter I would try not to
mention them so often). Later on it’s a very important food source for birds,

especially for Blackcaps which are spending the winter in UK gardens in everincreasing numbers.

Ivy is also very important for the Holly Blue butterfly, which feeds on Ivy as a
caterpillar from eggs laid in Summer (eggs laid in spring produce caterpillars that
feed on Holly, believe it or not). And Brimstone butterflies hibernate in the
protection of its glossy leaves. And it’s great cover for birds’ nests and roosts…
You will often hear it said that Ivy kills trees and it’s true (Wikipedia says so!) that
a very heavy growth of Ivy can kill mature trees by causing structural damage, i.e.
making them top-heavy so that bits break off) but the Ivy is only using the tree to
give itself something to cling to, not deriving sustenance from it.
So rejoice in the Ivy (unless it’s growing up your wall and through your roof
tiles…)

The Neglected Mammals
My other promise from the last issue was to spend some more time on some of
the more neglected subjects such as mammals, which generally (because they
are difficult to observe, many of them being nocturnal) don’t attract much
attention. In the 1990s we spent a lot of time studying Dormice in Villa Wood
(we have never seen them in Cockaynes Wood) with the aid of about 50 special
nestboxes, many of which were used by Dormice (or by Yellow-necked Mice,
below -- picture credit to Darren Tansley) at that time. Dormouse numbers

gradually dwindled over the years and it’s now about 5 or 6 years since the last
Dormouse record from the site (though they have been seen on Sunnymead
Farm nearby). They could well still be here and a new project to re-discover them
could be very rewarding. Amongst other small mammals “of conservation
concern, Water Voles are now seen both above and below Villa Wood on
Sixpenny Brook; they used to be quite regular in the more open stretch about
100m from the north end of the wood. Water Shrews are seen occasionally but
are quite elusive, and could easily live there all the time. They are marvelous to
see as they swim around with a silvery coat of tiny bubbles trapped in their fur,
hoovering up their prey such as freshwater shrimps.
Harvest Mouse nests have been found in the same area of rank waterside
vegetation that attracts Water Voles.
There’s ample scope for re-discovering these elusive animals and anyone
interested would be very welcome to contact me.

Work Party News
The next work party is Sunday October 7th . 10.00-3.30 approx. The tasks will
be mainly to carry on with the repair and replacement of the Villa Wood
boardwalk in recycled plastic, to reduced future maintenance needs. We made
a start on this work on Sept 16th and encountered “a few technical difficulties”
which we will endeavour to iron out for the next one.
This will be heavy-ish work but there will be also the usual scrub management
for anyone who prefers a lighter job.
All welcome and for any part of the time. Meeting place is the former quarry
yard. Contact number for work party is 077545 20323 (Robin). We will be

reviewing the start and finish times of the work party, to accommodate people
who may want to come afternoons only. Any comments and suggestions will be
welcomed.
This monthly newsletter is available on request to anyone interested. All
contributions of wildlife observations will be welcomed by the Editor Robin Cottrill
( robin.cottrill@gmail.com) (tel 01206 826418).These can be from the Cockaynes
Wood site or surrounding area (Alresford, Wivenhoe or Elmstead). Please keep
me supplied with your wildlife observations!
For those with a particular interest in birds, the excellent website
http://www.wivenhoeforum.co.uk/discussion/1062/birds-of-wivenhoe
will provide recent bird news, discussion and pictures.

